**PUMPED UP PERFORMANCE**

**Grade inflation could be the main culprit for rising GPAs**

**UCF students get more as than they used to, according to an analysis by The Future. What used to be average, a C, is now considered a poor performance by many students. Nationaly the average grade for a college student has risen to a B, sending some experts to wonder if an inflation of grades is the culprit, rather than harder studying.**

One popular hypothesis, advanced by a Duke University research team in the early 1990s, portrays colleges as businesses trying to woo prospective student-clients. Since these student-clients like to see a return on their "investment" in the form of above-average grades, curriculum and academic standards have lowered to facilitate better grades and better academic standing for colleges.

Students, according to some educators, have also redefined the concept of "average." Whereas in the past an average student would get a C, students now expect to get above-average grades, curriculum and academic standards have lowered to facilitate better grades and better academic standing for colleges.

**New Provost Terry Hickey sweats comfortably through his first week**

**Ohio transplant has tackled the heat — now, he wants to get down to business**

**Alex Barcock Staff Writer**

New Provost Terry Hickey stepped into his third-floor office in Millican Hall July 1, taking the job Gary Whitehouse left behind. After one week on the job, Hickey says he's readjusting to the Southern climate he left six years ago to pursue higher administration. The provost plans to stay here, ending a career spanning three decades and three schools by helping to push UCF toward the future.

**Bush gets an 'F' grade on environmental report card**

**Patricia Xavier Staff Writer**

The League of Conservation Voters last month gave the Bush administration a failing grade on its environmental performance. That grade ranks from a D-minus for the administration's first year to an F for what the League described as a deceptive campaign to roll back environmental protections.

The report card considered three factors: administrative and executive actions, appointments, and legislative initiatives. Criticism focused on President Bush's domestic and international environmental policies. The League said his administration has done more harm to the environment than any other
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Florida State loses patent claim

Florida State University has lost the latest round in a court fight to claim patent rights for three chemical compounds that might be useful in treating cancer.

The university and three of its scientists—Robert Holton, Basuki Nathalakshmi, and LIN Yang—lost their claim to be named as co-inventors of the compounds late last month when a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit overturned a lower court ruling.

The earlier ruling had favored the university on the basis that the new compounds were synthesized using a chemical process that Florida State owns as a trade secret.

The appeals court ruled against the university in deciding that three other scientists—Chamin Tae, Patrick Soon-Shiong, and Neil Desai, who work for American Bioscience Inc.—in California—were the true inventors of the target compounds, which the scientists believe might help patients recover better from radiation therapy.

The university had worked at the university for Holton as a research assistant from July 1992 to November 1994. The university maintained that Holton's patent claims were based on the use of a chemical process that he had learned while working at the university. Holton is noted for his discovery of a chemical process that was used to create a form of the antibiotic Taxol.

American Bioscience, a atomic-drug manufacturer had already steered the university $500,000 in damages to settle the claim that the university had improperly assigned trade secrets to the claim that the university had improperly assigned trade secrets to the terms.

The university's initial strategy was to ask for a retrial before the appellate court, but its lawyer said it is unlikely to appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court if a lower court rules.

Ex-quarterback pleads in gambling case

Adrian McPherson, a former Florida State University football player, pleaded no contest last week to charges of gambling.

Prosecutors said they had wanted to try McPherson on the gambling charges after his June trial ended in a hung jury. The terms of the plea bargain, however, were relatively favorable.

The prosecutors said that no judgments of guilt would be entered in the case if McPherson agreed to complete up to 30 months of probation, serve 30 days in a county work release program, and perform 12 months of community service. The officials also stipulated that if McPherson followed the terms of his probation, it would end after 18 months.

If he had been convicted of the misdemeanor gambling charges, he would have faced fines of $500 for each day in jail. McPherson, who was briefly the Seminoles' starting quarterback last fall, suffered a broken collarbone and was ruled out of the team's last season and on National Football League games.

The National College Athletic Association's strict rules prohibit athletes and coaches from betting on any kind of sporting event, but Florida State athletic director John F. Howse told the Tallahassee Democrat that he had "no clue" whether the

Program grows tech companies while giving UCF grads jobs

Brandon Hardin

When Eric B. Delisle moved his company, Digitek, Inc. from Phoenix to Orlando last year, he had no employees and no sales. Now, the company has 10 employees, and he's expecting 2008 to be his company's first million-dollar year, and UCF helped get him going.

Delisle attributes part of his company's rapid growth to UCF's Technology Incubator, a program founded in 1990 to help high tech startup companies. "We would be six to eight months behind where we are if it wasn't for the incubator," said Delisle.

Companies in the program fill a variety of roles in the technology business sector, from education, healthcare, simulation and training, robotics, industrial engineering, electronics and software.

The program helps companies in a variety of ways, including providing cheap and flexible leases and access to university facilities. UCF also offers outside counselors to assist businesses in areas such as government contracting, international trade, human resources, and marketing.

Delisle said although the incubator provides invaluable resources, individual companies still have to do the work to succeed. "It's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you; it's not a place where they do everything for you."
Teacher leniency may be at fault for increase in A's
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an A or a B for doing the minimum amount of work at an adequate level.

"If I get a C, then something's wrong . ... I've failed to get an A or B," said sophomore Jeannette Vega, 20.

With students expecting higher grades, professors who remain devoted to normal methods of grading might be subject to harsh evaluations. "I remember going to one of those Web sites where teachers get rated, and a couple of people said that one particular professor was a really tough grader," said junior Tim Moore. "But on the very first day of class, [the professor] explained how she graded and that we would earn whatever we worked for."

In 1990, 9 percent of the grades in UCF's undergraduate classes were A's, and 27 percent were C's. In 2000, just 20 years later, those percentages practically swapped places, with 31 percent of grades being an A, while C's represented only 16 percent.

The University of Florida has experienced a similar increase, as the average GPA for undergraduate students has increased from 1950's mark of 2.88 to 3.19 in 2001. This steady rise in grades has conditioned students to expect above-average grades for average work.

"If I say that I'm a C student, I don't think people associate that with being average," said Moore, 21. "Maybe that's the way it used to be, but I'd say the new average is a B, and most teachers and students approach class that way."

Whether they've earned it or not, most students don't have a problem with getting higher grades. The trend toward awarding higher grades for the same level of work started 30 years ago, when not getting a good grade might've meant a trip to Vietnam.

During the Vietnam War era, some professors gave passing grades to students who wouldn't otherwise fail, flunked out of college, and become subject to the draft — a failing grade, teachers decided, could be a death sentence for some students.

After the war, however, grade distributions returned to normal levels. Beginning in the 1990s, grade averages began to vary across the nation, this time without any clear explanation. During that decade, UCF saw the number of A's increase almost 10 percent. Without a war to blame, theories about inflation popularized.

Grade inflation may please students and keep faculty from enduring student criticism, but a continued rise in grades could lead to a complicated and ineffective grading system in the future, according to a recent study by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Study authors Henry Rosovsky, a former Harvard dean, and Matthew Hartley, a lecturer from the University of Pennsylvania, both advocate ending the current trend of grade inflation.

"At first glance [grade inflation] may appear to be of little consequence," the authors write, but it creates internal confusion giving students and colleagues less accurate information. It leads to individual injustices and it may also endanger confusion for graduate schools and employers.

Rosowsky and Hartley added that to reverse the trend of grade inflation, schools should enforce a consistent set of grading criteria while using the standard distribution curve as a measuring stick for each class.
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Provost considered presidencies but stuck to his provost roots
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"One thing I haven't dealt with is the rapid growth that UCF is experiencing," Hickey said. "It's my job to make sure the school budget provides a lot of challenges."

The provost said the biggest issue, besides handling the school budget, will be a familiar and comfortable task for him. Ohio's economic forum, Hickey said, has fared worse than Florida's, and the strategies he developed to help Akron survive will aid him in working out UCF's current budget concerns.

"Most of the issues I'd be dealing with at UCF are very similar to what I've been dealing with the last few years at the University of Akron," Hickey said. "I can't wait to get started."

UCF recently announced tuition hikes of 8.5 to 15 percent to offset a loss in revenue in the state budget passed in late May. Though Florida is enduring a tax revenue shortfall like much of the nation, the effect on UCF shouldn't be judged in the short term, Hickey said. "You need to look beyond one year. Higher education is not a one-year problem."

Before learning to handle problems at the administrative level, Hickey joined the world of professional academia as a teacher at the University of Akron in 1972. Hickey rose in stature over the years. Hickey drove away when Hickey left his post and held the resume that would ultimately land him UCF's job.

When Hickey drove away from Akron about three weeks ago, he left most of the moving to professionals, but took with his wife, his dog, and a Jeep packed to the brim with provisions for a week in an unfinished house. In less than two days they pulled into their new driveway. The couple spent the week reclaiming their yard from the vines, interspersed with trips by Hickey to UCF and preparations for Whitehouse's end.

"Left behind and still reeling from his departure is the staff at Akron. His closest co-workers said arequent goodbye to Hickey June 30.

"I would suggest most people were fairly broken up when he left," said George Newhouse, Akron's vice president of research. "Everybody liked him."

Whitehouse said experiences at Akron and Old Dominion notwithstanding, Hickey's quarter-century of work at the University of Alabama may have best prepared him for UCF. Both Old and UCF are fast-growing, large institutions tackling issues like construction, budgeting and program development.

Though smaller and more powerfully evolving, Akron went through its share of change during Hickey's tenure. The new provost leaves behind a legacy of growth at Akron, centered on expansion to a branch campus in neighboring Medina County, a project Hickey helped found.

While UCF considered his choices for the provost's job, Hickey had also considered other options, including being a university president. He made the finalist list for a few institutions, he said, but had an epiphany at one of his interviews.

"About two hours into an interview, I realized I really wasn't interested in the questions they asked. They are probing, not asking," he said. "On the way back from that interview, I realized I wanted to be a provost."

The combination of experience as an instructor, dean and provost, along with an acumen for budgeting, ultimately led UCF to pick Hickey from the field of candidates, with Whitehouse's endorsement.

"He was the right person for the job," Whitehouse said. "I've been looking for someone with the skills and abilities that Whitehouse has."
Professor urges involvement to stop environmental destruction
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administration in U.S. history

UCF biology professor Walter E. Taylor agreed. He believes the current administration has failed the public by being about environmental issues. He said the Bush administration has slopped in clean air and water policies.

"I can't give him an A," Taylor said. "I have not heard one word from him or his administration encouraging Americans to conserve. We are a wasteful nation and certainty our leaders should come forth with sound conservation policies and encourage Americans to conserve. George Bush would use any natural resource we have if he could. I am not sure he has one conservation bone in his body."

Taylor said he is disappoint ed that Bush's solution to current problems is to shift the burden of a deteriorating environment to future generations. The shortsighted policy, Taylor said, suggests Bush doesn't take environ mental protection seriously.

"Conservation to him is a joke," Taylor said. "Personally I think he has lied to the American people on many issues including conservation and what good things he has done."

On its Web site the League explained that the Bush administration has damaged all environmental areas including land, water, wildlife and air by weakening preservation legislation. The League attacked Bush's motives, saying the beneficiaries of these laws would be corporate entities such as timber, mining, oil and gas, and real estate development companies.

While the League describes itself as an environment organization, Bush allies accuse the group and its president, Deb Callahan, of using the report card as a political weapon. Critics call it a fundraising gimmick used solely to discredit Bush in a crucial political time. The League is currently running a new television spot in California linking the administration's rollback of clean air, clean water and toxic waste cleanups to corporate special interests.

The largely Democratic state will play an important role in next year's presidential election, with more voters at stake than anywhere else.

California congressman Richard Pombo, a Republican who is chairman of the House Resources Committee, said the League's activities are meant to coincide with the League's Democratic Presidential Candidate Forum in Los Angeles. Pombo assured reporters he has not commented on either its environmental findings or the measure of the Bush administration's environmental management.

"It becomes tiresome to me, and I know it turns the stomach of the American people," Pombo said in a press release June 24. "Unfortunately despite progress, the [League] and other radical groups will always scream that the sky is falling. If they didn't, they couldn't scare people into donating money."

Taylor said this is not a political tactic — he blames Bush for problems the League is only politicizing.

"George Bush has created his own image and he looks bad if he did it to himself," Taylor said. "He does not listen to those who know something about conservation and ecology. His administration has become lax in clean air and water policies. He has allowed our national lands to be degraded. The national parks and forests need money, but have received little from the Bush administration."

Environmentalists cite several examples of what they see as Bush's environmental follies. Perhaps most controversial is his push for oil drilling in the Alaska National Wildlife Refuge, an area the administration has described as critical to American energy needs. Environmentalists say drilling in the region will wreak havoc on sensitive lands and wildlife.

Other contentious plans include: opening up millions of acres of previously protected forests for logging, and 250 million acres of formerly protected land for mining and drilling. Environmentalists also detailed a Bush plan that employs taxpayer funding to clean up commercial tanker waste.

Political science major Christine Goffredo said students should come together to understand how legislation will affect the environment as well as individuals. She said there are many organizations, including Greenpeace and Free The Planet, that make awareness on environmental issues at UCF.

"It is important to keep responsible citizens, we hold the government accountable and ensure that environmental regulations are not only enacted and passed as legislation, but carried out as well," Goffredo said. "This past year has been the best one for environmental strides as far as legislation goes, and we need to be aware of that."

Taylor agreed that students should become more involved in matters concerning the environment and conservation. "I find many students do not know what is going on in the world — environmentally or otherwise," he said. "We need to become aware of things like the amount of waste from this campus and elsewhere that goes in the landfills is sickening. Turn off lights, report leaky faucets, etcetera. Little things like these do help, but get involved."
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New companies hire students
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they provide the services and you get it done," he said.

Despite a recession in the technology industry, the incubator has continued to grow with businesses flocking to the nurturing environment UCF has provided.

Carol Ann Dykes, the incubator's manager, said businesses have been phenomenal in spite of the economy. When the incubator was formed, 12 companies resided within the walls of its 12,000-square-foot facility. Now the incubator is at 22,000 square feet and is bound to 26 companies - with more on the way.

Also, the incubator is set to open a new facility in downtown Orlando. The new space will be open in mid-July and is already at full capacity.

"We've still on our own growth curve here; we're still starting," Dykes said. She added that soon the program is going to start seeing companies shown "scraping resources" from the companies the program already serves. "You can only effectively serve so many," Dykes said.

As the incubator program grows, so do the companies within it. Generally, a company will spend three years in the incubator, or until it's making enough income to stay on its own.

On average, companies are making $1.5 million to $2 million per year when they leave - "sometimes more," Dykes said. "Though the basic goal of the incubator is to help existing companies grow, it's also helping the community and Central Florida's economy, Dykes said. "Our goal is to create jobs in the community that are higher-wage, high-skill jobs."

The benefits of the program have helped get it funded; "the incubator has had a positive impact on the college," Dykes said.

Along with the Orlando community, the incubator has helped the UCF community by providing an environment where students and faculty can engage in an entrepreneurial environment," Dykes said.

Several companies that have hired UCF students through the school's co-op program. "It gives students a real-world working environment," Dykes said. "It's a living laboratory." Delisle said half of DiBiegio's staff members are UCF students. Claudia Exe, a 31-year-old majoring in computer science, works at DiBiegio, and said the real-world experience has helped complement his classroom learning. "It's great," Exe said. "It's right next to campus and it's really convenient. Working at DiBiegio they are encouraging us to research stuff. I'm actually learning stuff that's hit my major."

A sense of community has also developed within the companies of the program. DiBiegio has found two clients who are also part of the incubator. Also, Delisle is currently working with two companies, developing new products. "The incubator program has been great - completely invaluable to us as a small company," he said. "It really helps us in the network and meet with who's who in Central Florida."

Due to the connections made through the network of businesses in the incubator, Delisle has found new investments and is also taking part in a $600,000 National Science Foundation grant.

The ties forged with the UCF incubator have also helped businesses indirectly. Dykes said companies associated with UCF take on an air of responsibility, something DiBiegio has experienced firsthand. "The greatest benefit of being part of the program is a sense of implied credibility because of our strong UCF connection, Delisle said."

In addition to businesses born outside the campus, some companies have been born directly from UCF graduates and faculty. The incubator's very concept sprang from faculty who had ideas for businesses but no idea of how to start them.

Dykes explained, "[the incubator] was driven by demand in the marketplace." One such company is Rini Technologies, Inc. Founded by UCF graduates Dan Hint, the company was awarded a government contract for its creation of an innovative cooling system that uses an evaporative spray. In the struggling technology sector, the incubator has helped businesses work out problems that have caused other companies to fail. While the incubator is helping to grow new businesses, it also helps to save them from mistakes.

"At the end of the day, the only thing that matters is how we've helped our incubated businesses succeed," Dykes said.

Carol Ann Dykes manages UCF's Technology Incubator, with locations downtown and in Research Park.

One-year program earns students master's degree, offers mentors
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Florida State University graduates who majored in chemical engineering are now enrolled in T-MAST as well.

"I wanted my master's degree anyway and this way I can get it in one year, and get paid doing it," Krzeminski said.

The four-semester program features 30 credit hours in a year's work and earns students a master's degree in mathematics or science education.

The first and last segments of T-MAST revolve around coursework, while the second segment takes place with a mentor in the classroom.

"Even with a little back ground, it's going to be very challenging to be in the classroom ... in charge." Casey Krzeminski, a 1997 Florida State University graduate, who majored in chemical engineering, is now enrolled in T-MAST.

"I'm very satisfied with the program," Krzeminski said. "I'm very satisfied with the program. It's really convenient. Working at side the campus, some companies have access to students.

"The biggest obstacle of T-MAST is satisfying two bureaus - helping the students meet the state's teacher certification and UCF graduation degree requirements at the same time," Dykes said.

Adjunct instructor Marie Causey, who teaches the first segment of the T-MAST classes, conceded the teaching techniques are more difficult for students to grasp since the accelerated course condenses a lot of information. But she is optimistic the program still will provide valuable training for these future educators.

"Even with the modified instruction, the students are hopefully given a realistic view of how to assign tasks [in the classroom]," Causey said.

Despite the fast-paced training, the program provides a mentoring aspect that students would not receive earning an education degree the traditional way. Many students are able to pursue a career through the T-MAST program. After a student completes T-MAST, he or she will still receive certification training with a mentor for an additional year.

"Leadership, Martin's in-depth study shows that T-MAST's participants can create student-teacher relationships that can be proactive in helping new teachers adapt," Strebel said. "Teaching is a very isolated profession, and a very little chance of interaction between other teachers."

Ohio cuts aid to student activists
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NCAA might force the Seminoles to forfeit games in which McPherson played. It was also unclear if the NCAA would permit McPherson to play college football again, since he neither admitted to nor denied gambling. NCAA officials would not comment directly.

McPherson's lawyers could not be reached for comment on Wednesday, but one of them, Chuck Hohn, told the Associated Press that his client had been treated fairly.

The former player had also faced trials on charges of steering a blank check from a Tallahassee business and extorting for $3,500 with the help of a friend.

Anti-riot measure

Students who participate in riots or other disturbances will be immediately expelled from state-supported colleges in Ohio for a year and will be ineligible for state financial aid for two years, under legislation enacted last month.

Although supporters of the measure say it will help prevent riots, there is considerable concern among college students and state officials worry that it could be used to punish students who gather for peaceful reasons, such as political protests.

The new policy was signed into law by Gov. Bob Taft, as part of the state budget. The punishments will affect students enrolled at state-supported colleges who are convicted of aggravated riot, disorderly conduct, or failure to disperse, provided that the violations occur "within the proximate area where four or more others are acting" in a similar fashion.

Officials at Ohio State University said they were still unfamiliar with the law and were scrunching to determine its potential for application.

Some 45 people were arrested last week when a riot broke out after a university football game. Bill Masse, a state trooper for Ohio State, said that the law could serve as one tool to help the university comply with new state codes.

"However, Hall said the university is already punishing other people," Masse said. "We've taken the hardest possible steps we have suspended students anywhere from two quarters up to a year and a half to two years in length," he said.

One concern, is that the new law could limit colleges' flexibility in deciding punishments.

As to how the new law would look to punish student activists. Hall said: "I'm not prepared to comment on that point yet at this point in time. I've got to do some more homework."
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**Ohio Cuts Aid to Student Activists**

Ohio's anti-riot law forces students who participate in riots or other disturbances to be immediately expelled from state-supported colleges in Ohio for a year and will be ineligible for state financial aid for two years, under legislation enacted last month. Although supporters of the measure say it will help prevent riots, there is considerable concern among college students and state officials worry that it could be used to punish students who gather for peaceful reasons, such as political protests.

The new policy was signed into law by Gov. Bob Taft, as part of the state budget. The punishments will affect students enrolled at state-supported colleges who are convicted of aggravated riot, disorderly conduct, or failure to disperse, provided that the violations occur "within the proximate area where four or more others are acting" in a similar fashion.

Officials at Ohio State University said they were still unfamiliar with the law and were scrunching to determine its potential for application. Some 45 people were arrested last week when a riot broke out after a university football game. Bill Masse, a state trooper for Ohio State, said that the law could serve as one tool to help the university comply with new state codes.

"However, Hall said the university is already punishing other people," Masse said. "We've taken the hardest possible steps we have suspended students anywhere from two quarters up to a year and a half to two years in length," he said. One concern, is that the new law could limit colleges' flexibility in deciding punishments.

As to how the new law would look to punish student activists. Hall said: "I'm not prepared to comment on that point yet at this point in time. I've got to do some more homework."
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OUR STANCE:

Inflated grades must be deflated by purpose of college

When students step out of high school, they have a couple of choices — join the work force, or continue their educations by going to college.

The whole point of college is to add to the knowledge a student absorbed in high school, and the best way to measure that knowledge is through their grades. If a student retains what they’re supposed to retain, their grade is supposed to reflect that.

UCP’s average GPA has been rising since the early 1990s. It’s probably no surprise students are doing a better job writing papers or taking tests. It’s because professors are becoming more lenient.

The whole point of the A, B, C, D, F scale is to divide grades, with A representing superior knowledge, F, showing failure to learn enough, and C, we’ve learned what most people are expected to learn — the average.

Social factors over time have changed the meaning of this scale, because his family’s an average grade. They’re now considered undesirable, whereas it’s been to average.

Both students and teachers seem to see it this way, which is why UCP handed out more As in 2000 than F’s or Cs.

This contradicts the traditional bell curve, where it should dominate, with fewer grades at the extremes of the scale.

The shift toward better grades could, in an ideal world, just mean so many students are producing such excellent work that the grades have to be high. But what’s more likely is that more students are opting to go to college rather than join the work force, and competition between colleges to lure those students to their institutions is increasing.

The inevitable consequence is universities increasing their esteem for students, and what better way to attract a student eager to earn a degree than saying “it’s easier to earn your A here.”

Create inflation and you will undermine the goal of universities, replacing their role as educational institutions with that of degree mills.

Students will enter the work force with high marks that mean little, and employers will be left wondering why the youngest members of their work force aren’t worth the price of the paper their resumes are printed on.

OUR STANCE:

Bush’s environmental policies get a richly deserved ‘F’

Late last month, a national environmental organization that’s been tracking the environmental records of politicians for a quarter-century said President George W. Bush has failed at protecting the environment — a step down from an already dismal D- they’d given him before.

The message rang loud and clear on national news outlets, a stark contrast to the relatively quiet discourse about his policies since he took office in 2001.

Bush’s strategy on saving the Earth has been mostly positive talk, followed by policies that either don’t help or actually hurt the environment.

He’s made the occasional speech, usually in State of the Union addresses, about the need to save natural resources for future generations. While making speeches, his administration has been doing the opposite; looking to environmental regulations imposed under past administrations, and continuing a path of environmental destruction and deception it began he was governor of Texas.

When George W. Bush ran for president in 2000, he championed compassionate conservatism, including environmental sensitivity.

The problem was that Texas was home to the smoggiest city in the nation — Houston.

The Environmental Protection Agency reported that during Bush’s first three years as governor, industrial emissions rose 10 percent. Texas air was so bad that the EPA threatened to cut off federal highway funding to force compliance with air-quality standards.

Bush’s honeymoon with the oil industry made it hard to — he’d be hurting his friends to help the environment.

Since moving to Washington in 2001, Bush has made promises to improve the environment, pushing programs like the Clear Skies and the Healthy Forests Initiative.

The problem is, environmental groups dread such programs, while they say it’s obvious attempts to weaken environmental protections. The initiatives, they say, will actually make skies dirtier and forests less healthy.

Once again, Bush has moved into industries that have a conflict of interest with environmental protection.

Most damaging of Bush’s environmental policies is the goal of curtailing the “inefficiency” of public involvement. The Healthy Forests Initiative is a good example.

The administration pushed the program as a wildlife defense measure, claiming it would help save property and lives. Public involvement in deciding where to log and what gets to do it should be limited, Bush officials said.

The administration says allowing public debate only wastes time loggers could spend saving homes from forest fires. Protesting the lack of public review is simply a pretext exemplifies in saving the Everglades.

If President Bush were to get involved in saving the Everglades, he might say the process needs to be streamlined. Right now, water users from sugar farms in South Florida is killing the Everglades.

Apply the logic of curtailing public debate to increase the efficiency, and farmers up with the most in what’s done about a problem they’re experiencing.

Most of those farmers would rather not tell state officials that farmers need more regulation. Ultimately, according to the farmers, the farmers decide to implement natural changes, and the Everglades ends up getting worse.

The Bush administration’s decrees to industry make it hard to — he’d be hurting his friends to help the environment.

Federal agencies, like the US Forest Service, those who don’t follow Bush’s orders face fines.

Getting past this ethical problem is essential to Bush developing an honesty, sound policy — one that truly reflects his compassionate conservative philosophy.

Failing to protect the environment will only turn into a bigger problem for the road for Bush or one of his successors. Bush’s failing grade is not to be dismissed, it can be turned around, though, with more honest, environmentally-sensitive programs.

Turning away from corporate interests is the most important step.

The soul that is within me no man can degrade.”

Pet American pride before cultural sensitivity

President’s America, Fox News, July 11, “Ncy.”

I’ve been both enthralled and horrified at the opening speech of my opinion about something that stung me while reading the article. There, you’ll find a writer who is not only a WIC student but also myself ready for the future.

I believe that most of the international students say the same thing and planning America citizens do I am now a true American citizen. I feel that there should be an equal right and freedom. I don’t think we all are the same right and planning America citizens. I am now an American citizen I don’t think we should be different between us all. We should be all equal.

Put American pride before cultural sensitivity

Letters to the Editor

Student groups deserve sovereign standards

Weekend’s student board published a letter, July 25 to the editor written by Tim Adkins, Tom Huddleston deserves praise for writing another standard, where he expresses that the administration is ‘silly and is a higher standard for students who hold leadership positions.

The one trait that college students must experience and know before and after their degree, the one that forces you away from the environment, it’s the Golden Rule.

The Golden Rule doesn’t mean to be perfect, this is the path that purpose by mandating changes to the Golden Rule and to Tom Huddleston.

The student board, in one of a few times, asked Huddleston to stay his hand and keep the board from making decisions about the student body and the administration.

Huddleston ignored the overwhelming desires of the students to control their own standards for their own organizations, and the tie at 25 — putting 10,000 students out of the leadership loop.

Students have participated in university organizations and activities, one result is a cumulative 20 GPA’s as required by the state of Florida.

With a GPA, students can aspire and their message to the student ‘silliness’ of UCF.

These organizations are forced to not see their own bylaws, procedures, and most important, their own leadership. Huddleston’s actions ignite the traditional sovereign of student organizations that are guaranteed by the Golden Rule.

Furthermore, what fundamental basis does Huddleston have to set the requirement at 25? Why not 25, or 23? In the process, Ohio-Mucks rate of 10 is not sufficient, but it is a jumping stone.

What is so hard about setting the requirement is the answer to mapping. Huddleston can do a favor for the student board, to learn and understand changes to our student body.

Organizations deserve their sovereignty, uniquely with internal issues that the their board’s. They should or be subject to an administrative review or be by the administration they can never meet.

Human rights are real, June 2005.

Put American pride before cultural sensitivity

Utah-based student board also has a good story to tell)

American pride before cultural sensitivity
On the Mic

Mike Riegel
Staff Writer

Charlton Heston warned us that this day would come, but we did not act. "Monkey War" Mark Wahlberg repeated Heston's words of warning in an inescapable remnant, and still, we failed to do anything. Now, the monkeys will take over, and there's nothing we can do.

Or, to be more precise, one monkey will take over. Pepsi's summer sweeperstakes is giving away a grand price of $1 billion, and they've determined that a monkey will be the one to decide if anyone taken home the greatest prize ever offered.

I suppose it makes sense on the surface, given that Pepsi wants to make sure the giveaway is entirely random. But maybe they want to prove that the monkeys have been waiting for. Maybe they finally have the opportunity to take their rightful place as the dominant species on the planet.

Yes, the end is near, and just as Nostradamus predicted, it will take place during a two-hour special on the WB network. But don't worry folks; we'll have Drew Carey, the live-action Dilbert, as the host. Who better to usher in the new era of monkey dominance?

Did I mention that Universal Studios in Orlando will be the scene for this monumental attempt to capture ratings? I guess this makes sense, too. The monkeys know that if you want to claim control of America, you don't go to Washington; you go to our theme parks.

The show will be called "Pepsi Play for a Billion." I only pray that the show's content is as daring and creative as its boldly unimaginative title. It is, we're all in for quite a banana-flavored theme park adventure.

Details of the show are sketchy—probably because it's going to be horrible—but here's what I've been able to gather. Ordinary citizens who happen upon specially-marked Pepsi products can take the number under the cup of their soda and enter it at billon-swipe.com.

Of those who take the time to enter their number, 1,000 lucky people will be randomly selected and whisked away to sunny Orlando. They'll be given a hotel room at Universal and from there 10 people will be chosen as finalists for the actual show.

The remaining 990 "winners" will then have nothing to do but spend thousands of dollars waiting in line at any number of overcrowded attractions in Central Florida. As an added bonus, they can also get their picture taken with Shrek, who's actually a sexually frustrated teenager in a big green suit—but that's not important right now.

The 10 finalists will then battle in secret competitions to determine which one will win a guaranteed prize of $1 million, and a shot at the grand prize of $1 billion. There's no word on what the competitions will be, but I'm sure the contestants will compete to see who can get the worst sunburn, suffer the most mosquito bites or shell out the most money for a bottle of water.

Once the winner is crowned, carefully so as to avoid any further irritation to the sunburn, the monkey will take center stage. The monkey will then arrange a six-digit number of his choosing, and the contestant must match it. If the monkey and the contestant are simpatico, then the contestant will be paid $1 billion for drinking a Pepsi and matching the monkey.

Then Wayne Brady will jump into the picture and sing a cute little improvised song about how man and animal have finally found a common ground. Upon seeing this glorious display of humanity, Clint Eastwood will option the movie rights to the show and adapt it to make the long-awaited sequel to "Any Which Way but Loose."

Yeah, right.

As you might be able to imagine, the odds are pretty long that someone will be able to read the monkey's mind and give an exact match to the random six-digit number. My own calculations put the odds at not-a-chance-in-hell-0-1.

That's exactly what the monkey wants.

Once the contestant fails to match the number, the chimp will steal the money and become the most powerful monkey on the planet—stealing the title from Joe Millionaire. With that amount of money, there'll be nothing to stop him from taking over the world.

He'll buy off Simon Cowell and become the next American Idol. He'll purchase a controlling interest in the banana business and withhold the delectable fruit until George W. Bush agrees to a debate on national television. Facing a lifetime of cereal without "Froot Loops," Bush will cave and debate the monkey.

Once the monkey trounces Bush in all of the major issues concerning the United States, he'll take his place as the president of America, appointing all of his monkey friends to Congress and the Supreme Court.

So I guess there's nothing left to do—except enjoy a deliciously refreshing Pepsi and wait for mankind's reign on Earth to come to an end.

Let me be the first to pledge my undying allegiance to our new monkey ruler, Mr. Chuckles. I know you'll do a great job with the planet, especially if the movies your fellow monkeys have been writing in Hollywood for the last 20 years are any indication.

$1 billion or 1 banana

Total
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Measuring the rest of the MAC

How the East division stacks up against UCF

Randall Sokol will need to be pinpoint accurate. If the running game is what the Bulls are going to emphasize, then the defense is going to have to step up to stop the Knights' passing attack. The loss of Rashad Anderson hurts UCF's defensive line, but it doesn't kill it. The Bulls and running back Aaron Leeper will have to work hard with everything they have to stand a chance against any MAC teams this season. The Bulls are returning most of the defense from 2002, but that defense gave up an average of 351 points per game last year, officially making them one of the worst teams in the nation. Nothing about the 2003 season looks promising for the Bulls.

Kent State Golden Flashes

The Flashes are plagued by injury. Quarterback Josh Cribbs comes into a team that has talent but can't keep the potential stars healthy. Its bulbs aren't bright, but Cribbs' season will be in jeopardy because he has no solid receivers to throw to. The Sept. 27 matchup in Ohio between UCF and Kent State won't be exactly like last year's 26-6 thrashing by the Knights, but the Flashes won't be able to make much of a difference.

Running back Bob Wendy has shown he can pick up the pieces in MAC competition. His numbers in 2002 were similar to Alex Haynes' numbers, however. Haynes did miss one full game and time in two others. Wendy could be the X-factor in the Zip's offense should he repeat his 1,093-yard season from last year.

Alcorn State defense features only three starting seniors this season. The defensive line could be a threat to UCF's running game, but the secondary won't be able to handle UCF's four-receiver attack.

Buffalo Bulls

The only advantage the Bulls had against the Knights in 2002 was the Macquest quarterback of offense. New in November this season the Knights welcome the Bulls to the Citrus Bowl. The Bulls will try their hardest to establish a running game, but the matchup will be a showcase for UCF's secondary, especially Michael Hightower and Bryan Stand. If the Bulls go on the air at all, it is in that game, quarter back.

Ashley Burns

STAFF WRITER

By now UCF's losses from the 2002 football team have become obvious, even as the replacement players have shown their ability to fill the holes. Yet with all this talk about the Knights' concerns, many have overlooked the challenges faced by UCF's conference foes.

The Knights are expected by many critics to dominate the MAC East this year. While Miami University's defense lacking any rest depth and Marshall's whole squad dealing with the inexperienced youth, the MAC East is up for grabs.

Akon Zips

Led by the surprising arm of quarterback Charlie Frye, the Zips stand as the team that could upset Miami or Marshall for second or third in the division. While Frye is nowhere near as dangerous as Ryan Schrock is, he is only a junior. 2003 likely won't be his year to shine, but it might be his year to improve. Wide receivers Matt Cherry and Maurice Irby haven't proven that they are a competitive tandem. They probably won't be a problem for Omar Lawrence, Tavion Hamilton and the rest of UCF's defensive backs.

Running back Rob Wendy has shown he can pick up the best in MAC competition. His numbers in 2002 were similar to Alex Haynes' numbers, however. Haynes did miss one full game and time in two others. Wendy could be the X-factor in the Zip's offense should he repeat his 1,093-yard season from last year.

Alcorn State defense features only three starting seniors this season. The defensive line could be a threat to UCF's running game, but the secondary won't be able to handle UCF's four-receiver attack.

David Alston is in his first year as head coach of the Herd. Against the Knights last season, the Herd lost two problems in the East division.

Marshall Thundering Herd

Marshall is dangerous no matter what. In the flash of a football reality, Marshall and UCF became different teams when they step onto a field to face each other. The Herd lost multi-talented quarterback Byron Leftwich and replaced him with the talented Squib Hill, who should show signs of promise in a few seconds last season. While Hill has proven that his arm has unlimited potential, he has not completely refined his accuracy.

The Knights' defense will have a tough time against Marshall's outstanding receivers. Derick Halls and Josh Davis look to be very similar to Doug Gabriel and Jimmy Frye for UCF last season.

Marshall has two problems this season. The first is the running game. Franklin Wallace is not a top-level running back. He is stuck on a power halfback, grown by his low total of 114 yards last season. Wallace split carries with Brandon Casey last season, giving him a distinct disadvantage in experience. This team can't handle the transition to a running team, nor will it surprise any of its opponents.

Marshall's other drawback is its defense. UCF has more depth at running back this time the team has ever seen. While Alex Haynes might not be a power runner, he has speed and size. Donovan Wilson and Keith Williams aren't much bigger but they are just as fast and elusive as Haynes. Marshall won't be able to handle a consistent attack of Haynes and fullback South Senator. If Copeland and Marshall end up being the receivers are expected to be, then the Herd doesn't have anyone will experience to stop the speed and height of UCF's air attack.

Miami Redhawks

Most analysts are pinning Miami's Ben Roethlisberger as the best quarterback in the MAC. If Miami's performance against UCF last season is any indication of the future, then the Redhawks have become one of the best quarterbacks in the entire nation.

Roethlisberger is only a junior. He showed his inexperience last season when he would panick against the Knights and form shutdowns. However, Miami might be the team for UCF to beat. Without Jennings, the Knights need someone to step up in the pass rush. Miami's offensive line is returning three seniors and two billed up sophomores. The Redhawks' offensive line is more than enough time to make solid decisions in the pocket.

The Redhawks' secondary will need to keep a close eye on Miami receiver Andre Henderson, who should be ready to step up as a playmaker. If he has developed into the receiver he is supposed to be, then fellow receiver Mike Lorkin should have an easier time.

Running back Luke Clemmons barely had a 1,000-yard season in 2002. Much like Marshall, Miami is a passing team and won't feel too many teams by trusting to switch it up. Clemmons and the receivers also have a new home-field challenge to get used to. They have done away with natural turf and have moved on to a synthetic alternative.

FROM THE SPORTS DESK

Recruitment continues to look strong for football

While the Knights have been ranked as high as 9th in the nation for their 2004 recruiting class, the work is far from over for Coach Mike Kruczek and his staff. UCF already has signed premium packages in quarterback Steven Moffett and wide receiver Chris Harris.

The Knights don't have to look too far; another highly touted quarterback comes right out of nearby University High School. Kyle Israel has been the starting quarterback for the Cougars for the past two years and has put up some impressive numbers.

Israel, who passed for more than 3,000 yards and scored for more than 900, has placed UCF high on his list of potential schools. The Orlando native is currently considering UCF, Clemson, East Carolina, Auburn, Maryland, Boston College and Abilene.

Israel, who also maintains a 3.5 GPA, works no better on his yardage and completion percentage this upcoming season as he tries to show these schools that he is for real.

The Knights are highly interested in Doorfield Beach quarterback Brent Schaeffer. The Deerfield High School passer has received offers from some of the top schools in the nation, including Auburn, Notre Dame, North Carolina State, Florida, Virginia Tech, Michigan State, North Carolina and Purdue. While the 6-foot-2,230-pound quarterback has no offers of interest to UCF, the Knights hope to change his mind.

Melbourne Senior High School running back Mike Hamilton, who rushed for 1,400 yards and 21 touchdowns as a junior last season, has UCF on his list of potential schools.
Marshall and Miami offer main competition for UCF
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Miami's defense gave up 27.1 points per game in 2002. That includes their shutout of Buffalo. The corners are too weak, and inexperienced to handle UCF's passing game. "Cable" and Frye found open routes too many times last season against Miami. The Bobcats might score more points this year, but they will not be able to stop UCF's high-energy offense.

Ohio Bobcats
Ohio University doesn't have much to look forward to this season. The success of the MAC in high-powered passing attacks is Ohio has a good quarterback in Fred Ray, but he has no targets. The projected starters have eight catches between them from the 2002 season.

This is a running team. Ray is a good running back, but he won't exactly fool anyone with his wide receivers providing nothing for him. The Bobcats most likely will use a three-pronged running attack involving halfbacks Ray Hudson and Stafford Owens, as well as fullback Paul Young. A running attack won't do anything when it is expected on almost every play. UCF's defense might allow those runners to pick up some yardage this season, but Moore and Poe will limit them up.

Ohio's defense is average at best. Schneider had a field day with Ohio's defense in 2002, throwing for 351 yards and four touchdowns, and that won't change this season. The run defense might have slightly improved, but Hayden had a career day against the Bobcats last year as well, rushing for 351 yards and one touchdown. That makes the Bobcats a middle-tier team this season.

Football squad takes aim at top prospects
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but has shown interest in Florida State as well.

UCF has been friendly in the past to a number of junior college transfers. The Knights hope that helps with the recruitment of wide receiver Anthony Brown from Mississippi Delta Community College. The 6-foot-6-inch wideout hasn't received any scholarship offers, but he continues to impress with his big frame and quick speed. He has listed UCF as one of his favorites along with Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana Tech, Mississippi, Mississippi State and Tennessee.

UCF is looking to tap the local talent pool for yet another Orlando wide receiver. 6-foot-6-inch Simarrall has garnered interest from schools including Southern Miss, Alabama, Michigan State, Mississippi and South Florida. The Winter Park High School standout has posted speeds as low as 4.65 seconds in his 40-yard dash.

In order to protect these future offensive stars, UCF is going after some of the finest young offensive linemen in the nation. Michael Brown (Westlake High School, Atlanta), Steve Council (Palm Beach High School, Plainfield, N.J.), Jesse Miller (Somerville High School, Somerville, N.J.) and Elbert Sumrall (Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College).

Earning probably the most interest is 305-pound mobile, Alabama native, Jonathan Lyons. The swift lineman continues to be wooed by UCF — which he's named as one of his top choices — but also Florida State, Clemson, Marshall, LSU and Mississippi State.

Highlighting the defensive interest is junior college linebacker Barry Wright, who plays for Coffeyville Community College in Kansas. The defensive back has received attention from FSU, Florida, Alabama, Clemson, South Carolina and UCF.
Students make money, save lives

Donating honey-colored plasma makes students extra cash

Natalie Rodriguez  
Staff Writer

Eric Hibbard sat on a dark green leather sofa in the waiting room of DCL Biologics, filling out the required medical history forms.

The 19-year-old sophomore decided to become a blood donor after his girlfriend saw an advertisement for a new donation center that pays donors cash in exchange for their plasma.

DCL Biologics of Orlando opened its Plasma Center the first week of May hoping to find high quality donors as a source of help to individuals in desperate need of plasma.

The No. 1 benefit of donating plasma is saving people’s lives, said Heath Faulkner, the center’s director.

“There is always a demand for it, he added.

While past plasma centers have had a bad reputation, Faulkner said, because their locations in poor areas of town mostly attracted the local homeless, companies are now targeting college campuses because “college students tend to be healthier.”

Attracting healthy donors with monetary benefits, students who donate twice a week could receive more than $150 a month.

“Students are constantly looking for ways to make extra money to pay for books, gas and other expenses,” he said.

Donating plasma, students can save the lives of others, Faulkner said.

“Since it’s a non-invasive procedure, it’s really a win-win for students,” he said. "You’re helping out and receiving money," said Hibbard, who plans to become a regular plasma donor.

“Donating plasma is a great way to give back to the community,” he said.}

On-the-go exercise tips for busy college students

- Take stairs instead of an elevator.
- Balance on one leg while walking in line or on an elevator.
- The quadriceps, hamstrings and supporting muscles work harder when lifting twice the weight.
- Tuck your abdominal muscles every time you hit the brakes of a car. Hold the contraction until you’re ready to move.
- Place reminder post-it notes on your mirror, desk or computer monitor.
- Shoulders back! Good posture will reduce back pain and stress and take pressure off your neck.
- Get in and out of chairs as slowly as possible, without using your hands if possible. Try to keep arms tucked, shoulders back, and glutes under a slight forward pelvic tilt.

Exercise on a tight schedule

How some students exercise without a trip to the gym

Trina Priore  
Staff Writer

Senior Tiffany Pryor sits behind a desk for eight hours a day in her advertising internship. Without the extra time to spare at the gym, Pryor, 24, has created on-job exercises to keep her body active.

“Days when my movement is limited, I use different breathing techniques that I learned from my pilates instructor,” she said. “When I exhale, I imagine pulling my belly button close to my spine. By the end of the day, my abs are sore.”

For many UCF students, finding time to exercise during the day is a working part of their own. Even the Recreation and Wellness Center seems miles away to students who have to balance academics and jobs while still trying to maintain a social life.

An Ohio State University study revealed that 52 percent of students surveyed were physically inactive or exercised irregularly.

But, breaking a sweat doesn’t need to be another stress factor in students’ lives. Although three workouts a week sounds like a good idea, another option to help stay active is to exercise while going about everyday activities.

“I have heard cases of students exercising while showering,” said Geoff Moser, a personal trainer at the Recreation and Wellness Center. “They have to be creative.”

Please See Self on 15
Self-conscious students skip the gym, choose to work out at home
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in there anyway, so they just make up some leg lifts or stretching exercises at the same time.

He added that many students who avoid the gym usually be intimidated or self-conscious and seek out exercise videos or magazines with a fitness plan to stay in shape privately.

"I don't like being around too many people when I'm trying to work out," freshman Lordins Geffrard, 18, said. "I am afraid of criticism and people thinking that I'm too weak."

Fortunately for students like Geffrard, there are several effortless habits to adopt that can give the body a healthier advantage.

According to a recent "Marie Claire Health & Fitness" article, variety is imperative when trying to stay in shape. Keep the body guessing so it won't adapt and eventually stop burning as many calories. If swimming or jogging were yesterday's activities, try walking or laughing more today. Also, don't slouch. Slumping over inhibits oxygen intake and slows the fat burning process.

A recent UCF graduate, Moreno, 24, has worked as a certified personal trainer for the past four years. It's been proven, he said, that students motivated enough to make time for regular gym appointments are more productive inside and outside of the classroom.

Sophomore Ryan Mackiewicz agrees that time management plays a key role in a student's success rate.

"When you work out regularly and learn to set it around your party schedule and school time, it keeps you focused," the 19-year-old said.

Some students still opt to fuse their free time with exercise, regardless of visits to the gym.

Keith Harris, 21, positioned his exercise equipment in his room so that he could do pull-ups while watching television. The senior said he rather do than sit and watch the commercials.

Stand with feet flat on the ground, and then push up toes. Hold for two counts and repeat ten times. A different simple sculpting move "Glamour" provided is squats. Position feet flat on the ground with toes forward, bend knees and then slowly lower the butt until it's almost parallel to the floor. Hold for two counts.

Everyday household chores could show results on the body. If students vacuum, scrub floors or wash windows with extra effort, their positive efforts are seen, according to the Web site timberfloss.com.

"I don't have any extra time to do things at home, but if I do two or three things at once to save time," junior Jamie Brown, 20, said. "When I'm cleaning up the apartment—like putting stuff away or doing dishes—I try to tighten limbs and squeeze the muscles to get a little work out."

Another innovative way to kill time while stuck on hold is calf raises, according to a recent fitness tip from "Glamour."

...
Plasma donors given free annual physical exams

Blood is taken from a vein in the arm and filtered to a bowl, where the plasma is separated from the rest of the blood. The process is repeated about four to six times, and the amount of plasma extracted depends on the weight of the donor.

A person will not contract HIV from donating plasma, center employees said, explaining that the donation is made in a highly controlled, sterile environment by professionally trained staff.

"It really doesn't hurt," said UCF graduate Ian Taylor, who works as a phlebotomist at the plasma center. "It's just like a piercing, a little pinch."

Center employees suggest that donors follow a few guidelines before volunteering their blood.

- The donor should drink plenty of water, eat a substantial meal and refrain from taking over-the-counter medications.
- After donating, it is beneficial to drink plenty of fluids, excluding alcohol and caffeine, and rest for a couple of hours.
- The body replaces its plasma usually within 24 to 48 hours if the donor maintains a healthy diet with an adequate amount of fluids.
- A person will not contract HIV from donating plasma, center employees said, explaining that the donation is made in a highly controlled, sterile environment by professionally trained staff.

Junior Jeanette Pierre has been a regular plasma donor since the beginning of June. She returns each week because of the friendly environment at the center.

"People are really, really nice that work here," the 21-year-old said. "They make you feel comfortable."

Along with cash, donors get a free annual health screening and an assessment of blood pressure, protein and iron levels at each donation.

A donor is paid $90 for the first four donations, and then the donor may earn up to $165 a month by giving plasma regularly. Everytime a friend donates, an extra $5 is given for recommending the center to others.

"It's a part time job on your own terms," Faulkner said.

Junior Lauren Watanabe, 20, who is a receptionist at the center, recommends donating plasma to college students because "they seem to do the best. and they also need the money the most."

"If you're able to give blood in one of the buses outside of the Union," said Pierre, "then why wouldn't you give plasma and get paid for it?"
When western Americans have tattoos, what do they do? And why? As a woman, I'm curious. I've asked my friends, family, employers, and have reviewed the sterilization procedure, costs, technique, what to use and discomfort and bleeding involved. Have a preconceived idea of what design you want and ask to see a sample. Look for the following decays. They may demonstrate some degree of credibility. "APT": Alliance of Professional Tattooists, "NTA": National Tattoo Association. Contact your local health department and ask about local and state regulations that apply to tattoo parlors. Make sure the tattoo parlor you choose is in compliance with regulations. Ask the tattoo artist and have him review the sterilization procedure, costs, technique, what to use and discomfort and bleeding involved.

In recent years, there has been renewed interest in tattooing in western society and interest continues to grow. An estimated 12 million Americans have tattoos. Half of those tattooed are women. When western women were recently surveyed about tattooing, they indicated that they did so as an "impression of individuality" and to enhance their self-esteem. Unfortunately, half of those tattooed regretted their decision.

Some of the major health issues that you need to consider are transmission of infectious diseases due to poor hygienic measures, allergic reaction to the dyes and inflammation of the skin from the dyes. Listed below are some important concerns and questions that I think you need to address before getting a tattoo.

Consider how others will feel about your tattoo — friends, family, employers. Don't get a tattoo while under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Talk to others about their experiences with tattoos.

Think seriously about your decision. Consider how others will feel about your tattoo — friends, family, employers.

Ask your questions to: Askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

E-mail your questions to: Askadoc@mail.ucf.edu
**100 HELP WANTED**

---

**FREE WEIGHT TRAINING**

The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight training.

Participants will receive:
- 24 supervised training sessions
- MRI scans of the upper arms
- $125

Call Today: 407-823-5163

**100 HELP WANTED**

---

**PT Doggy Daycare Position. Must Love Dogs. Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus.**

Call 407-628-3844.

**100 HELP WANTED**

---

**EARN MONEY & HAVE FUN**

interested in a job where you can show off your talents? We are now hiring Caricature Artists. Various Loc. & plenty of opp. to travel. Call 407-506-5077.

Turn Spare Time Into $$

Mail order-commerce business.

Pay: Free Info. Full training.

www.weatherwheels.com or call 1-800-709-8304.

---

**200 FOR SALE**

---

**Bed - Full size mattress set, new, w/warranty. $135. Call 407-775-9835.**

**BEDROOM SET - 6 pieces, new in boxes. $475. Call 407-276-9612.**

---

**Auto Trader**

---

**EARN GREAT PAY AND BENEFITS**

Now hiring to fill positions for our new facility near UCF

Hiring sales agents

and sales verification agents

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961

or apply at 615A Herndon Ave., Orlando, FL 32803.
NEW HOMES FOR RENT
4bd/2bth new homes in UCF area for rent $1000 to $1200. Call 407-623-8030 or WWW. ORL. Rent.com to view available.

ATTENTION LANDLORDS, REALTORS AND OWNERS!

4BD/2BA, fully furnished, quiet neighborhood, near UCF, Lakeful furnished - bedroom W/D, internet, cable, 1 mile from UCF. Move in 8/1, avail. until July 03, call 407-249-5238.

For Rent

AVAIL.

Roommates needed for 3/2 apt. near UCF. Fully furnished, includes: pool, A/C, TV/DVD, wireless internet, utilities, internet, cable, etc. $450/mth. 30 min. from UCF. Contact Callie @ 407-496-5416 today.

Avail.

Jefferson Commons sublease.

Roommates needed for 2nd apt. near UCF. Furnished, utilities, and W/D included. Female, price negot. Call Cindy at (407) 496-5416 for info.

Avail.

Townhouse for Rent


Avail.

ROOMMATES WANTED to share a 3bd/1.5ba in Lake Forest. Lakeful furnished - bedroom W/D, kitchen, cable, internet, utilities. 4bd/3bath, fully furnished - bedroom W/D, internet, cable, utilities. $379/mo.

Rent in LAKESIDE WOODS

Avail.

ALAFAYA WOODS

Like new condo.

3 blocks to UCF.

Large 2 bedroom, W/D, Pool, tennis, screened porch on pond. Fully furnished. 2 bd, 2 ba, Form. $1,000/mo. Unfurnished. 3 bd, $1,350/mo. Call 407-782-0101. Available Aug.

Avail.

Room for Rent in 3bd/2ba, house.

7 min from UCF. Util, dig, cable and garbage, quiet neighborhood. All util. incl. Quiet and safe neighborhood, fully furnished. $500/mo. Call 407-263-8766.

Avail.

Roommates needed for 4/3 house in new home on Lake, gated community, 6 miles from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, no pets, saves, pool & tennis. Call 407-450-3592 or 239-461-5101 or 329-833-9400.

Avail.

Female Roommate Needed for 2nd condo. Only 1 bd in Condo runs $500/mo includes everything! Move in August 1st. Call秘书 at 407-238-2811.

Avail.

2 Female Roommates, Large 402 bd, 1 mile from UCF. Quiet neighborhood, fully furnished, room is not. W/D. No lease required. $500/mo incl. util of $110/mo. 407 830-8773.

Avail.

Must be female! avail. now in 221 1/2 from UCF. $420/mo incl. util. & N/P. Female only. Call Theresa @ 407-599-3789.

Avail.


Avail.

1 or 2 Female Roommates for 3/2 home in Univer Park. Fully furnished. $650/mo ea. All util incl. Dog on house. Call 407-737-2714 or e-mail 1993fords@yahoo.com.

Avail.


Avail.


Avail.

407 SERVICES

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR T-SHIRTS, HATS, MUGS, PENS ETC?

We offer promotional products for any event or function. Please call me at 407-303-0322, my name is Victoria Kerensky. I am on campus rep. for Variety Marketing. We specialize in promotional products that make the Dean's list.

Avail.

**RESUMES**

We provide free cover letter included. 407-308-4743 or email resumeresumes@cf.com.

Avail.

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quest Tools, and many other classes available. $20 per session or a full term rate. Call here (407) 326-2775.

Avail.

350 ROOMMATES

ROOMS FOR RENT IN HOME!

3 bd wanted for huge 4840hd house in Waterford Lakes. Furnished w/big screen tv, hi-speed internet, wash-in-cooks, gated community, in a lake, rent equity apt. Best bank for Buck at UCF! Call Tony @ 407-791-9699.

Avail.

Roommates wanted to rent in 4bd/2bth, pool, cable modem and calls only. Located 3 mos. from UCF through back roads. $455 includes all. Call 407-777-0202.

Avail.

Roommates wanted to rent in 4bd/2bh, pool, cable modem and calls only. Located 3 mos. from UCF through back roads. $455 includes all. Call 407-777-0202.

Avail.

ROOMMATES FOR RENT IN HOME!

3 bd wanted for huge 4840hd house in Waterford Lakes. Furnished w/big screen tv, hi-speed internet, wash-in-cooks, gated community, in a lake, rent equity apt. Best bank for Buck at UCF! Call Tony @ 407-791-9699.

Avail.

Roommates wanted to rent in 4bd/2bth, pool, cable modem and calls only. Located 3 mos. from UCF through back roads. $455 includes all. Call 407-777-0202.
Ask about availability of our:
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
630 sq ft
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
810 sq ft
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
1050 sq ft

Crawford Realty Group
11600 Mackay Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32826
407.282.7333